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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach on how to accommo-
date norms to an already existing architecture of rational agents.
Starting from the famous BDI model, an extension of the BDI ex-
ecution loop will be presented; it will address such issues as norm
instantiation and norm internalization, with a particular emphasis on
the problem of norm consistency. A proposal for the resolution of
conflicts between newly occurring norms, on one side, and already
existing norms or mental states, on the other side, will be described.
While it is fairly difficult to imagine an evaluation for the proposed
architecture, a challenging scenario inspired form the science-fiction
literature will be used to give the reader an intuition of how the pro-
posed approach will deal with situations of normative conflicts.

1 INTRODUCTION
The literature on the topic of normative systems has become quite
abundant in the last two decades thanks to the ever growing interest
in this domain. Covering all of it is virtually impossible, therefore
we have concentrated our efforts towards what we have identified to
be some key directions: rational agents and their corresponding ar-
chitectures, norm emergence, norm acceptance, detecting norm con-
flicts, ways of resolving conflicts of norms. The purpose of our work
is to a propose an extension for the classical BDI (Beliefs - Desires -
Intentions) agent such that such an agent will be able to handle nor-
mative situations. The normative issue being fairly complicated itself
our work will deal, at this stage with some of the stages of what has
been defined as a norm’s life cycle [10]: norm instantiation, consis-
tency check and norm internalization.

The paper is structured as follows: in the next section we will re-
view the state of the art in the field of normative agent systems and
present several approaches which we found of great value to our
work. In the third section we describe our proposal for normative
BDI agents, which will be supported by the case study scenario in
the fourth section. In the fifth section we will give details on the fu-
ture work, before summing up the conclusions of our work so far.

2 STATE OF THE ART
2.1 Agents, norms, normative agent systems
As stated before, we will start by quickly defining some of the key
terms regarding our research.

Definition 1 An agent is an entity which autonomously observes the
environment it is placed in through sensors and acts on it through ac-
tuators. With respect to intelligence, an intelligent agent is an agent
endowed with such capabilities as reactivity, proactivity and social
abilities [12].
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One of the first key points is defining the notion of norm. This
turns out to be a bit more difficult than expected in the context of in-
telligent agents. Norms are interesting for many domains: law, eco-
nomics, sports, philosophy, psychology etc. However, we would be
interested in such definitions specific to the field of multiagent sys-
tems (MAS). Since this domain itself is very much interdisciplinary,
defining a norm remains a challenge. For example, we would be in-
terested in a definition applicable to social groups, since MAS, can
be seen as models of societies. Thus, in [2] the definition of a norm is
given as “a principle of right action binding upon the members of a
group and serving to guide, control, or regulate proper or acceptable
behavior”. On a slightly more technical approach, in distributed sys-
tems norms have been defined as regulations or patterns of behavior
meant to prevent the excess in the autonomy of agents [5].

We can now refer to the normchange definition of a normative
multiagent system as it has been proposed in [1]. We find this def-
inition to be both intuitive and to underline very well the idea of
coupling a normative system to a system of agents:

Definition 2 A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system
together with normative systems in which agents on the one hand
can decide whether to follow the explicitly represented norms, and
on the other the normative systems specify how and in which extent
the agents can modify the norms.

An alternative definition of a normative multiagent system, as it
was formulated in [3] is given:

Definition 3 A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system
organized by means of mechanisms to represent, communicate, dis-
tribute, detect, create, modify and enforce norms and detect norm
violations and fulfillment.

2.2 NoA agents
An interesting approach to the problem of norm adoption by a mul-
tiagent system has been provided by Kollingbaum and Norman in
[7].

Kollingbaum and Norman study what happens when a new norm
is adopted by an agent: what is the effect of a new norm on the nor-
mative state of the agent? Is a newly adopted norm consistent with
the previously adopted norms?

To this extent they propose a normative agent architecture, called
NoA. NoA is built according to a reactive agent architecture, which
is the authors believe is more convenient than any of the practical
reasoning architectures.

The NoA architecture is fairly simple and it comprises of a set of
beliefs, a set of plans and a set of norms. In NoA, normative state-
ments are defined by: a role (to whom the norm refers), an activity
(which the norm regulates), an activity condition and an expiration
condition.



The second reason for which we gave a great deal of attention
to NoA is the formalization of the way an agent will adopt a norm
following the consistency check between a newly adopted norm and
its current normative state. Due to lack of space, we allow the reader
to refer to [7] for the exact details. We will come back on this problem
when presenting our own approach for the norms consistency check.

Using some of the ideas of NoA, we will try to work on what
we consider to be its limits. First, we will try to apply norms to a
BDI architecture, instead of using a reactive architecture based exclu-
sively on beliefs. The second point we will study is the consistency
check during the norm acquisition stage. Still, we recall that NoA
is based on a reactive architecture; considering our BDI approach
we will have to extend the consistency check such as it applies not
only to the normative state of the agent but also on its mental states
(i.e. check whether a newly adopted norm is consistent with the BDI
agent’s current mental states).

2.3 A BDI architecture for norm compliance -
reasoning with norms

The second study which we found relevant in our endeavor to adapt
the BDI agent architecture to normative needs is the work of Criado,
Argente, Noriega and Botti [5]. Their work is particularly interest-
ing since it tackles the problem of norm coherence for BDI agents.
They propose a slight adaption of the BDI architecture in the form of
the n-BDI agent for graded mental states. Since our work won’t use
graded mental states, we will omit details regarding to these in the
description of the n-BDI architecture:

• Mental states. Represent the mental states of the agent, same as for
the BDI agent. We distinguish the Beliefs Context (belief base),
Desires Context (desires/goal base) and the Intentions Context (in-
tentions base/plan base). Moreover, the architecture proposed in
[5] makes the distinction between positive desires (D+) and neg-
ative desires (D−). We adopt the notation in the above mentioned
paper:

ψγ,where : ψ ∈
{
B,D+, D−, I

}
γ ∈ L¬

• Functional contexts. Address the practical issues related to an
agent through the Planning Context and the Communication Con-
text.

• Normative contexts. Handle issues related to norms through the
Recognition Context and the norm application context.

In the definition aboove L¬ can be a propositional language (with
negation); but this can be easily extednded to a predicate language.

Another important point of the work is the distinction between an
abstract norm and instance of a norm.

Definition 4 An abstract norm is defined by the tuple: na =
〈M,A,E,C, S,R〉, where:

• M ∈ {F, P,O} is the modality of the norm: prohibition, permis-
sion or obligation

• A is the activation condition
• E is the expiry condition
• C is the logical formula to which the modality is applied
• S is the sanction in the case the norm is broken
• R is the reward in case the norm is satisfied

Definition 5 Given a belief theory ΓBC and an abstract norm na

as defined above, we define a norm instance as the tuple: ni =
〈M,C′〉, where:

• ΓBC ` σ(A)
• C′ = σ(C), where σ is a substitution of variables in A, such that
σ(A), σ(S), σ(R) and σ(E) are grounded

The specific architectural details regarding the normative contexts
and the bridge rules used during a norm’s life cycle will be awarded
more attention in section 3.2.

In [5] a good base for the study of the dynamics between norms
and the mental states of a BDI agent are set. Additionally, it provides
with a good idea for checking coherence between the adopted norms
and the agent’s mental states. The main drawback of the approach is
the lack of coverage concerning the topic of norm acquisition. There-
fore, a big challenge will be to integrate this approach, with the con-
sistency check presented in section 2.2, as well as finding a good way
to integrate everything with the classic BDI agent loop, as presented
in [12].

2.4 Worst consequence
An important part of our work will focus on solving conflicts be-
tween newly acquired norms and the previously existing norms or
the mental contexts of the agent. Beforehand we draw from some
of the definitions given by Ganascia in [6]. Those will later help us
define what a conflict set is and how we can solve it.

Definition 6 Given (φ1, ..., φn, φ
′) ∈ Ln+1

¬ , φ′ is a consequence
of (φ1, ..., φn) according to the belief-set B (we write φ′ =
csq(φ1, ..., φn)[B] if and only if:

• φ′ ∈ (φ1, ..., φn) or
• ∃Φ ⊆ (φ1, ..., φn) s.t. Φ→ φ′ ∈ B or
• ∃φ′′ ∈ L¬ s.t. φ′′ = csq(φ1, ..., φn)[B] ∧ φ′ =
csq(φ1, ..., φn, φ

′′)[B]

Definition 7 φ is worse than φ′ given the belief-set B (we write
φ �c φ

′) if and only if one of the consequences of φ is worse than
any of the consequences of φ′.

• ∃η ∈ L¬ s.t. η = csq(φ)[B] and
• ∃φ′′ ∈ L¬ s.t. φ′′ = csq(φ′)[B] ∧ η �c φ

′′[B] and
• ∀φ′′ ∈ L¬, if φ′′ = csq(φ′)[B] then η �c φ

′′[B] ∨ η ‖ φ′′[B]

Notation: ∀(φ, φ′) ∈ L¬, φ ‖ φ′[B] means that φ and φ′ are not
comparable under B, i.e. neither φ �c φ

′[B] nor φ′ �c φ[B].

Definition 8 α and α′ being subsets ofL¬, α is worse than α′ given
the belief-set B (we write α �c α

′[B]) if and only if:

• ∃φ ∈ α.∃η ∈ α′ s.t. φ �c η[B] and
• ∀η ∈ α′.φ �c η[B] ∨ φ ‖ η[B]

3 A NORMATIVE EXTENSION ON THE BDI
ARCHITECTURE

3.1 The classical BDI architecture
A cornerstone in the design of practical rational agents was the
Beliefs-Desires-Intentions model (BDI), first described by Rao and
Georgeff in [9]. This model is famous for being a close model of the
way the human mind makes use of the mental states in the reasoning
process. It is based on what are considered to be the three main men-
tal states: the beliefs, the desires and the intentions of an agent. In the
following we will discuss each element of the BDI architecture.



• Beliefs represent the information held by the agent about the world
(environment, itself, other agents). The beliefs are stored in a
belief-set.

• Desires represent the state of the world which the agent would like
to achieve. By state of the world we mean either an action an agent
should perform or a state of affairs it wants to bring upon. In other
words, desires can be seen as the objectives of an agent.

• Intentions represent those desires to which an agent is committed.
This means that an agent will already start considering a plan in
order to bring about the goals to which it is committed.

• Goals. We can view goals as being somehow at the interface be-
tween desires and intentions. Simply put, goals are those desires
which an agent has selected to pursue.

• Events. These trigger the reactive behavior of a rational agent.
They can be changes in the environment, new information about
other agents in the environment and are perceived as stimuli or
messages by an agent’s sensors. Events can update the belief set
of an agent, they can update plans, influence the adoption of new
goals etc.

We will now give the pseudocode for the execution loop of a BDI
agent as presented in [12].

B = B0
D = D0
I = I0
while true do
{
ρ = see()
B = brf(B, ρ)
D = options(B, D, I)
I = filter(B, D, I)
π = plan(B, I)
while not (empty(π) or succeeded(I, B) or
impossible(I, B))
{
α = head(π)
execute(α)
π = tail(π)
ρ = see(environment)
if (reconsider(I, B))
{
D = options(B, D, I)
I = filter(B, D, I)
}
π = plan(B, I)
}
}

We will not give more details at this point; for further reference
you can check [12]. However, the whole control loop will make sense
in the next sections where we will explain how it is functioning and
how we will adapt it to cope with the normative areas of our agent.

3.2 Normative BDI agents
Starting from the BDI execution loop earlier described we will now
introduce and discuss solution for taking into account the normative
context of a BDI agent.

First, the agent’s mental states are initialized. The main execu-
tion loop starts with the agent observing its environment through the
see() function and interpreting the information as a new percept ρ.

This could be an information given by its sensors about properties of
the environment or information about other agents, including mes-
sages received from other agents. These messages may be in some
cases about a norm (e.g. the performative of an ACL message speci-
fying an obligation or a prohibition).

The agent is then updating its beliefs through the brf() function.
If the agent realizes that percept ρ is about a norm, it should initial-
ize the acquisition phase of a potential norm. There are a multitude
of ways in which an agent can detect the emergence of norms in its
environments and a good review is given in [10]. For simplicity, we
will consider that norms are transmitted via messages and our agent
will consider the sender of such a message to be a trusted norma-
tive authority. Therefore, the above mentioned function will treat a
“normative” percept:

brf(B, ρ)
{
...
if (ρ about abstract norm na) then
{
acquire(na)
add(na, ANB)
}
...
return B
}

The agent will acquire a new abstract norm na (see section 2.3)
and store it in the Abstract Norms Base(ANB). Drawing from the
normative contexts described in [5], we define the ANB as a base
of in-force norms. It is responsible for the acquisition of new norms
based on the knowledge of the world and the deletion of obsolete
norms. However, at this point the agent is simply storing an abstract
norm which it detected to be in-force in its environment; it has not
yet adhered to it!

Next, a BDI agent will try to formulate its desires, based on its cur-
rent beliefs about the world and its current intentions. It does so by
calling the options(B, I) method. However, a normative BDI
agent should at this point take into account the norms which are cur-
rently in force and check whether the instantiation of such norms will
have any impact of its current normative state as well as on its mental
states.

3.2.1 Consistency check

It is at this stage that we will perform the consistency check for a
given abstract norm na.

Drawing from the formalization in [7] regarding norm consistency,
we give our own interpretation of this notion.

Let us define the notion of consistency between a plan p and the
currently in-force norms to which an agent has also adhered and
which are stored in the Norm Instance Base (NIB). By contrast to
the ANB, the NIB stores the instances of those norms from the ANB
which become active according to the norm instantiation bridge rule
(to be defined in the following subsection).

Definition 9 A plan instance p is consistent with the currently active
norms in the NIB, if the effects of applying plan p are not amongst
the forbidden effects of the active norms and the effects of current
obligations are not amongst the negated effects of applying plan p.



consistent(p,NIB) ⇐⇒
(effects(nF

i ) \ effects(nP
i )) ∩ effects(p) = ∅

∧
effects(nO

i ) ∩ neg effects(p) = ∅
Now, we can define the types of consistency / inconsistency which

can occur between a newly adopted norm and the currently active
norms. The following definitions refer to a newly adopted obligation,
but the analogous definitions for prohibitions and permissions can
easily be derived by the reader.

A strong inconsistency occurs when all plan instantiations p
which satisfy the obligation o are either explicitly prohibited actions
by the NIB or the execution of such a plan would make the agent not
consistent with its NIB.

strong inconsistency(o,NIB) ⇐⇒
∀p ∈ options(o).(∃〈F, p〉 ∈ NIB∧ 6 ∃〈P, p〉 ∈ NIB)
∨
¬consistent(p,NIB)

A strong consistency occurs when all the plan instantiations p
which satisfy the obligation o are not amongst the explicitly forbid-
den actions by the NIB and the execution of such a plan would keep
the agent consistent with the NIB.

strong consistency(o,NIB) ⇐⇒
∀p ∈ options(o).¬(∃〈F, p〉 ∈ NIB∧ 6 ∃〈P, p〉 ∈ NIB)
∧
consistent(p,NIB)

A weak consistency occurs when there exists at least one plan in-
stantiation p to satisfy obligation o which is not explicitly prohibited
by the NIB and the execution of such a plan would keep the agent
consistent with its NIB.

weak consistency(o,NIB) ⇐⇒
∃p ∈ options(o).¬(∃〈F, p〉 ∈ NIB∧ 6 ∃〈P, p〉 ∈ NIB)
∧
consistent(p,NIB)

We have now formalized the consistency check between a new
abstract obligation, with respect to the currently active norms in the
NIB. As previously said, it is rather simple to define the analogous
rules for prohibitions and permissions. Therefore, we focus on the
second point of consistency check - formalizing the rules about the
consistency between a newly adopted abstract obligation and the cur-
rent mental states of the agent.

Definition 10 A plan instance p is consistent to the current inten-
tions set I of the agent when the effects of applying the plans specific
to the current intentions are not among the negated effects of apply-
ing plan p.

consistent(p, I) ⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ I.(effects(πi) ∩ effects(p) = ∅
Where by πi we denote the plan instantiated to achieve intention i.

A strong inconsistency occurs when all plan instantiations p
which satisfy the obligation o are not consistent with the current in-
tentions of the agent.

strong inconsistency(o, I) ⇐⇒
∀p ∈ options(o).¬consistent(p, I)

A strong consistency occurs when all plan instantiations p which
satisfy the obligation o are consistent with the current intentions of
the agent.

strong consistency(o, I) ⇐⇒
∀p ∈ options(o).consistent(p, I)

A weak consistency occurs when there exists at least one plan
instantiation p which satisfies the obligation o and is consistent with
the current intentions of the agent.

weak consistency(o, I) ⇐⇒
∃p ∈ options(o).consistent(p, I)

3.2.2 Norm instantiation

We will now give the norm instantiation bridge rule, adapted from
the definition given in [5].

ANB : 〈M,A,E,C, S,R〉
Bset : 〈B,A〉, 〈B,¬E〉

NIB : 〈M,C〉

In other words, if in the ANB there exists an abstract norm with
modality M about C and according to the belief-set the activation
condition is true, while the expiration condition is not, then we can
instantiate the abstract norm and store an instance of it in the NIB. In
this way, the agent will consider the instance of the norm to be active.

In our pseudocode description of the BDI execution loop, we will
take care of the instantiation after the belief-set update and just before
the desire-set update. The instantiation method should look like this:

instantiate(ANB, B)
{
for all na = 〈 M, A, E, C, S, R 〉 in ANB do
{
if (exists(A in B) and
not exists(E in B)) then
{
create norm instance ni = 〈 D, C 〉 from na

add(ni, NIB)
}
}
}

This method will return the updated Norm Instance Base (NIB)
containing the base of all in-force and active norms, which will fur-
ther be used for the internalization process.

3.2.3 Solving the conflicts

When following its intentions an agent will instantiate from its set of
possible plans (capabilities) P ⊆ L¬, a set of plans Π(B,D). We
call Π(B,D) the conflict set, according to the agent’s beliefs and
desires. Sometimes, the actions in Π(B,D) can lead to inconsistent
states. We solve such inconsistency by choosing the maximal non-
conflicting subset from Π(B,D).

Definition 11 Let α ⊆ Π(B,D). α is a maximal non-conflicting
subset of Π(B,D) with respect to the definition of consequences
given the belief-set B if and only if the consequences of following
α will not lead the agent in a state of inconsistency and for all
α′ ⊆ Π(B,D), if α ⊆ α′ then the consequences of following α′

will lead the agent in an inconsistent state.

The maximal non-conflicting set may correspond to the actions re-
quired by the newly acquired norm or, on the contrary, to the actions
required by the other intentions of the agent. Thus, an agent may
decide either:



• to internalize a certain norm, if the consequences of following it
are the better choice or

• to break a certain norm, if by ‘looking ahead’ it finds out that
the consequences of following it are worse than following another
course of actions or respecting another (internalized) norm

A more comprehensive example of how this works is presented in
section 4.

3.2.4 Norm internalization

After the instantiation process being finished and the consistency
check having been performed, the agent should now take into account
the updated normative state, which will become part of its cognitions.
Several previous works treat the topic of norm internalization [4] ar-
guing which of the mental states should be directly impacted by the
adoption of a norm. With respect to the BDI architecture we consider
that it suffices for an agent to update only its desire-set, since the dy-
namics of the execution loop will take it into account when updating
the other mental states. We first give the norm internalization bridge
rule and then provide with the adaption of the BDI execution loop
for handling this process.

NIB : 〈O,C1〉

Dset : 〈D,C1〉

NIB : 〈F,C2〉

Dset : 〈D,¬C2〉

In other words, if there is a consistent obligation for an agent with
respect to C1, the agent will update its desire-set with the desire to
achieve C1; whereas if there is a prohibition for the agent with re-
spect to C2, it will update its desire-set with the desire not to achieve
C2.

options(B, I)
{
...
for all new norm instances ni in NIB do
{
if (consistent(ni, NIB)
and consistent(ni, I)) then
{ internalize(ni, D) }
else
{ solve conflicts(NIB, I) }
}
...
}

In accordance with the formalization provided, the options()
method will look through all new norm instances and will perform
consistency check on each of them. If a norm instance is consistent
with both the currently active norm instances as well as with the cur-
rent intentions, as defined in section 3.2.1, the norm can be internal-
ized in the agent’s desires. Otherwise we attempt to solve the con-
flicts as described by Ganascia in [6]. In this case, if following the
norm brings about the better consequences for our agent, the respec-
tive norm will be internalized; otherwise the agent will simply break
it.

4 A TESTING SCENARIO
In the previous sections we have seen how we can modify the BDI ex-
ecution loop such as to adapt to norm occurrence, consistency check
and internalization of norms. Since it is quite difficult to provide with
a quantifiable evaluation of our work, we have proposed several test-
ing scenarios in order to see how our normative BDI agent is behav-
ing. In the following we will present one of them, which was inspired
by the science fiction short story of one of the most prominent per-
sonalities in the world of AI - Professor John McCarthy’s “The Robot
and the Baby” [8]. We will describe here only a short episode from
the story and try to model it with the help of our architecture.

The scene is set into a fictional society where most humans are
assisted by household robots. For reasons meant to prevent human
babies becoming emotionally attached to those, their outside design
is somehow repugnant to human babies. The robots are meant to lis-
ten to their master, in our case Eliza, an alcoholic mother who com-
pletely neglects her 23 months son, Travis. At some point, our robot’s
(R781) sensors detect that the human baby’s life is endangered and
looking over its knowledge base it infers that baby Travis needs love,
therefore recommending Eliza to love him in order to save his life.
To this Eliza replies “Love the f* baby yourself!”. The robot inter-
prets this as an obligation coming from its master. However, such an
obligation is contradicting the hard-wired implemented prohibition
for a robot not to love a human baby. Let’s see what is R781’s line of
reasoning in this scenario:

ANB : ∅
NIB : 〈F, loves(self, T ravis)〉

Bset : 〈B,¬healthy(Travis)〉,
〈B, hungry(Travis)〉,
〈B, csq(heal(Travis)) = ¬dead(Travis)〉,
〈B, csq(¬loves(self, x)) �c ¬dead(x)〉

Dset : 〈D,¬love(R781, T ravis)〉, 〈D,healthy(Travis)〉
Iset : ∅

When R781 receives the order from his mistress he will interpret it
as a normative percept and the brf(...) method will add a corre-
sponding abstract obligation norm to its Abstract Norm Base. Since
the mistress doesn’t specify an activation condition or an expiration
condition (the two “none” values), R781 will consider that the obli-
gation should start as soon as possible and last for an indefinite period
of time. His normative context is updated:

ANB : 〈O,none, none, loves(self, T ravis)〉
NIB : 〈F, loves(self, T ravis)〉,

〈O, loves(R781, T ravis)〉

At this point, R781 will try to update the desire-set and will detect
an inconsistency between the obligation to love baby Travis and the
design rule which forbids R781 to do the same thing. Therefore, it
will try to solve the normative conflict looking at the consequences
of following each of the paths, given its current belief-set. In order to
do so, let us take a look at the plan base of R781:

PLAN heal(x)
{
pre: ¬ healthy(x)
post: healthy(x), ¬ dead(x)
Ac: feed(self, x)
}



PLAN feed(x)
{
pre: ∃ x.(loves(self, x) ∧ hungry(x)
post: ¬ hungry(x)
}

As we know from the story, R781 has found out from the internet
that if a baby is provided with love while hungry, it is more likely
to accept being fed and therefore not be hungry anymore. This is de-
scribed by the feed(x). Moreover, R781 also knows how to make
someone healthy through the heal(x) plan, given that a-priori, that
someone is not healthy. In our reduced scenario we consider that
R781 knows how to do so only by feeding that someone.

Instantiating its plans on both of the paths, R781 will come up with
the following maximal non-conflicting sets:

{loves(self, T ravis), feed(self, T ravis), heal(self, T ravis)}
and
{¬loves(self, T ravis)}

And since the current belief set has a rule defining that the
not loving someone has worse consequences than that some-
one not dying, R781 will opt for the first maximal non-
conflicting subset. This means R781 will be breaking the pro-
hibition of not loving baby Travis and will internalize fol-
low the action path given by the first maximal non-conflicting
subset {loves(self, Travis), feed(self, Travis),
heal(self, Travis)}, while dropping the contrary. Further
on, it will build its intention to achieve this state and will begin the ex-
ecution of such a plan (simulating love towards baby Travis turns out
to involve such plans as the robot disguising himself as human, dis-
playing a picture of a doll as his avatar and learning what it considers
to be the “motherese” dialect, mimicking the tone and the language
of a mother towards her son).

Carrying on, the story of Professor McCarthy provides with sev-
eral more examples of normative conflicts.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented an adaption of the BDI execution
loop to cope with potential normative states of such an agent. We
have given a motivation for choosing the mental states model of Brat-
man which we have enriched with capabilities of reasoning about
norms. We have gathered several important previous works in the
domain in order to come up with a formalization of such issues as
norm acquisition, norm instantiation, norm consistency, solving con-
sistency conflicts and norm internalization. Finally, we have provided
a very intriguing study scenario, inspired from Professor McCarthy’s
science fiction short story about “The Robot and The Baby”.

6 FUTURE WORK
Some of the limitations of our work which we would like to address
in the future are related to the norm acquisition issue as well as the
coherence check.

Whereas our work is providing with a very simple case of norm
recognition, several interesting research have been proposed based
on different techniques. A good review of those as well as a descrip-
tion of a norm’s life cycle is given in [10]. Out of those specific
approaches, we will probably concentrate on learning based mech-
anisms, namely machine learning techniques and imitation mecha-
nisms for norm recognition.

An important part of our future work will be focused on the adap-
tion to the coherence theory. At this point, it is difficult to deter-
mine incoherent states based on our architecture. As argumented in
[5] considering coherence of norm instances will enable us to deter-
mine norm deactivation and active norms in incoherent states. As in
the previously mentioned paper, we will try to base our approach on
Thagard’s coherence theory [11].

Our paper is part of a bigger effort to implement a rational norma-
tive agent. We have chosen the BDI approach since there are already
several open source libraries and programming language extensions
to help us implement our architecture and develop our testing scenar-
ios. In the near future we will try to study the scenarios described in
the short story about “The Robot and the Baby”, while a future, more
practical approach, will be to simulate the normative and ethical is-
sues rose by the French health insurance cards.
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